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ABSTRACT: Proteins represent complex biomolecules capable of wide-ranging but also highly specific functionalities. Their immobilization on material supports can enable broad applications from sensing and industrial biocatalysis to biomedical interfaces and materials. We demonstrate the advantages of using aqueous-processed cross-linked polyphenol coatings for immobilizing proteins, including IgG, avidin, and various single and multidomain enzymes on diverse materials, to enable active biofunctional structures (e.g., ca. 2.2, 1.7, 1.1, and 4.8 mg m⁻² active phosphatase on nanoporous cellulose and alumina, steel mesh, and polyester fabric, respectively). Enzyme assays, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, silver staining, supplemented with contact angle, solid-state ¹³C NMR, HPLC, and ESI-MS measurements were used to characterize the polyphenols, coatings, and protein layers. We show that the functionalization process may be advantageously optimized directly for protein activity rather than the traditional focus on the thickness of the coating layer. Higher activities (by more than an order of magnitude in some cases) and wider process pH and material compatibility are demonstrated with polyphenol coatings than other approaches such as polydopamine. Coatings formed from different plant polyphenol extracts, even at lowered purity (and cost), were also found to be highly functional. Chemically, our results indicate that polyphenol coatings differ from polydopamine mainly because of the elimination of amine groups, and that polyphenol layers with intermediate levels of reactivity may better lead to high immobilized protein activity. Overall, an improved understanding of simple-to-use polyphenol coatings has been obtained, which enabled a significant development in active protein surfaces that may be applied across diverse materials and nanostructured supports.

1. INTRODUCTION

Proteins are active biomolecules that perform many of the functions of life at mild pH and temperatures and can be exploited for practical applications.¹–³ Enzymatic proteins in particular catalyze chemical reactions with high specificity and high rates and may be useful for environmentally and economically attractive industrial biocatalysis,⁴ tuneable biomaterials,⁵–⁷ and molecular sensing.⁸ Proteins that bind to other molecules with high specificity and/or affinity, such as immunoglobulin G and avidin, may also be used for biosensing, nanomedicine, and molecular assembly.⁹,¹⁰ Immobilization of such biorecognition proteins on material “supports” could further link the proteins to larger material systems to, for example, enable attachment of nanoparticles to appropriate biological targets or generate the optical, electrochemical, or structural changes necessary for biosensing.⁶,¹¹ Convenient immobilization of enzymes that enables high activities would enable their economical application in industrial biocatalysis, by allowing facile separation of the proteins from the reactants to reduce the need for product purification¹²,¹³ and facilitate enzyme recovery and reuse.⁴,¹⁴,¹⁵

The many existing methods for immobilizing proteins on materials highlight the importance of immobilization but also the limitations of current approaches. Physical adsorption of proteins onto surfaces by nonspecific intermolecular forces (i.e., physisorption) is often the simplest method but the binding can be too weak to prevent desorption from the support surface and loss of proteins.⁴,¹⁶ Chemical approaches, including molecular linkers⁵,¹⁴,¹⁷,¹⁸ and plasma surface derivatization,⁴,¹⁹–²² provide stronger protein coupling via covalent, coordination, and biorecognition interactions. Facile functionalization of an expansive range of materials with wide-ranging protein species, including enzymes, could enable rapid development of broad applications. However, different materials and structures often require specific functionalization
methods which can take significant time and effort to be adapted or developed.\textsuperscript{14,23,24} The development of low-cost immobilization supports applicable to diverse enzyme species is a challenge especially for widening the application of industrial biocatalysis.\textsuperscript{4,12–16} Nanoporous supports are particularly relevant in this context to increase the total available surface area for immobilizing proteins and hence increase the overall activity.\textsuperscript{5,16} In all cases, increasing the activity of the immobilized protein system is a continuing challenge.\textsuperscript{4,13,14,16}

We previously reported a “universal” cross-linked polyphenol-coating approach for the surface modification of a great variety of materials without surface preparation and demonstrated polymer grafting, nanoparticle formation, and antibacterial applications.\textsuperscript{29} Polyphenols such as tannic acid (TA) and catechins are highly abundant plant-based compounds characterized by dihydroxyphenyl (catechol) and/or trihydroxybenzoyl (galloyl) groups. Their coatings form by multiple cross-linkings between the precursor monomers and covalent and noncovalent interactions with a material surface. Unlike the popular polydopamine (pDA), which forms at pH 8.5,\textsuperscript{26–28} polyphenol coatings can be formed over a wider range of pH from mildly acidic to mildly basic and are significantly more transparent over visible wavelengths.\textsuperscript{25,29} Some researchers have pursued coordination of TA with Fe(III) to create biofunctional layers.\textsuperscript{2,30,31} However, cross-linked polyphenol coatings should be more stable and may be formed using a large variety of polyphenols for potentially diverse functionality.\textsuperscript{29}

Although polyphenols are often associated with enzyme inhibition, this relates mainly to certain digestive enzymes (e.g., chymotrypsin),\textsuperscript{32–34} and a polyphenol coating fixed on a surface cannot inhibit an enzyme immobilized on it if the active site is facing away from the coating. We therefore recently showed immobilization of thermolysin using poly-(tannic acid) (pTA) and poly(pyrogallol) (pPG) coatings for initiating enzyme-catalyzed nanofiber self-assembly on transmission electron microscopy carbon grid and glass surfaces.\textsuperscript{35} Furthermore, although cross-linked polyphenol coatings have been tested for specific biointerfacial applications (e.g., enhancing stem cell culture,\textsuperscript{36,37} nanoparticle functionalization,\textsuperscript{38,39} protein composites,\textsuperscript{40,41} and antitumor or antibacterial surfaces\textsuperscript{5,43}), and polyphenol/galloyl enriched polymers have been shown to capture proteins,\textsuperscript{44} the general potential and advantages of cross-linked polyphenol coatings for biomolecular functionalization have not been studied.

In this report, we demonstrate the remarkable ability of cross-linked polyphenol coatings to functionalize surfaces with proteins at high activities, across a diverse set of material supports and processing conditions, and hence demonstrate their versatility over comparable simple-to-use methods—pDA and physisorption. Proteins were chosen as a class of biomolecules for demonstration because they have activities easily reduced by surface-induced denaturation and other effects.\textsuperscript{13,14,16} We have significantly expanded upon our earlier study to a broad range of proteins (acid phosphatase, chymotrypsin, laccase, lactate dehydrogenase, horseradish peroxidase (HRP), avidin, and immunoglobulin G) and material supports (nanoporous cellulose and alumina, polyester fabric, and stainless steel mesh; see Figure 1). We found that active protein surfaces could be obtained by straightforward application of a standard functionalization protocol. However, by a combination of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), silver staining, contact angle, and solid-state NMR characterization, we also found that the chemical nature of the polyphenol coatings and activity of proteins immobilized on them may depend on the processing pH. In particular, our results demonstrate the importance of optimizing the immobilization conditions directly for activity, rather than the conventional foci on coating thickness and immobilized protein amount (i.e., protein loading). We also assessed the contributions of catechols and galloyls to the surface coupling of proteins to help distinguish the chemical properties of polyphenol coatings and pDA. We further made initial characterization studies on the polyphenol extracts for coating formation by HPLC and ESI-MS to gain insight into functionalization chemistry. Finally, we showed that low-cost polyphenol extracts from different plant species of even intermediate purities could also form effective coatings for immobilization, thus further demonstrating wide applicability of polyphenol coatings for biofunctionalization.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Activities of Proteins Immobilized by Polyphenol Coatings. We focused on TA and PG to form pTA and pPG coatings, respectively, because these incorporate only trihydroxybenzene functional moieties and may be considered prototypical polyphenol coatings (Figure 1). In contrast, other polyphenols (e.g., catechins) present a number of phenols, heterocyclic groups, as well as catechols (dihydroxyphenyls), the latter of which is shared by “conventional” pDA coatings. Initial experiments (Figure 2) used coatings formed at pH 7.8, simply by immersion of material supports in aqueous buffers containing TA and PG. Cellulose (as nanoporous membranes with 0.45 μm pore size) and steel (as wire meshes) were chosen to illustrate material diversity and because of current...
limitations in functionalizing these common materials. \textsuperscript{45–48} Successful coating was confirmed by the appearance of a deep coloration in silver staining and by XPS (characterized by C 1s intensity increase and/or coating thickness: Figures S1–S4). Where feasible, coatings were also verified by a change in the water contact angle (Figure S1). This general procedure gave coatings that were a few nanometers thick (see Section 2.2). Proteins were subsequently immobilized simply by the immersion of coated samples in an aqueous protein solution (see the Experimental in the Supporting Information).

Figure 2 shows that activities obtained on pTA and pDA coatings were higher in many cases than obtained by pDA (formed at the reported pH 8.5 optimum)\textsuperscript{26} and physiosorption. The proteins chosen—acid phosphatase, chymotrypsin, HRP, and LDH, immunoglobulin G (IgG) and avidin—span diverse isoelectric points (pI from 5 to 9), molecular weights (44–160 kDa), structural typologies (globular to multidomain), and molecular functions (from catalysis to protein binding). The area-specific activities of samples with immobilized enzymes (i.e., “immobilized activities”) were quantified using typical absorbance enzyme assays adapted to solid samples (Scheme S1 and Supporting Information).

Immobilized activities for IgG and avidin were compared with the enzymes through HRP assays after secondary binding to HRP-functionalized secondary antibodies (anti-IgG-HRP) and HRP-biotin, respectively. To aid comparison, all results were normalized by the activities obtained by physiosorption on uncoated controls.

On pTA-coated cellulose, activities of avidin, HRP, and phosphatase were ca. 14-, 8.5-, and 6.2-times higher than immobilization by physiosorption (e.g., immobilized activity of 499 nmol·min\(^{-1}\)·m\(^{-2}\) for phosphatase, equivalent to ca. 1.0 mg·m\(^{-2}\) active enzymes; even higher activities are possible—see Section 2.2). Activities of chymotrypsin and LDH were ~4 times higher than physiosorption. In comparison, the immobilized activities on pPG were lower but still 2.5 to 5-fold higher than the physiosorption controls for all proteins except LDH and IgG. pDA performed no better than physiosorption under the present conditions. For IgG, only pTA was able to increase the immobilized activity on cellulose (by ~1.5-times).

On steel (Figure 2B,D), pTA and pPG were observed to improve the immobilized activity by 2.5-fold compared to physiosorption for both phosphatase and chymotrypsin. Although chymotrypsin activities on pDA were comparable, immobilized activities of both phosphatase and HRP on pDA were actually higher than on pTA. However, although the benefit of pTA on steel over pDA and physiosorption appears less dramatic, we note that the measured activities of HRP coupled to IgG and avidin were already orders of magnitude higher than for HRP physiosorbed alone (respectively, 37 and 2.3 vs 0.1 nmol·min\(^{-1}\)·m\(^{-2}\)).

We also performed additional experiments with the oxidative enzyme laccase, which show 1.7-times higher immobilized activities using pTA than by physiosorption on the cellulose (Figure S6). Furthermore, we have previously shown that thermolysin immobilization on glass and graphitic carbon surfaces by pTA and pPG was similarly effective as by pDA using the current (unoptimized) conditions (see below). \textsuperscript{5} At the same time, the higher immobilized activities obtained with pTA versus pPG coatings could indicate that the branched multivalent structure of TA could improve coupling or activity retention (see further discussion in Section 2.3). Overall, we show that cross-linked polyphenol coatings are highly versatile for protein functionalization on diverse materials, including in nanoporous structures. Nonetheless, we emphasize that Figure 2 shows only relative activity values. For example, although the activity of phosphatase immobilized via pTA was ca. 6.0-times that by physiosorption on cellulose, while it is 2.7-times on steel, the absolute specific activities were similar (499 vs 527 nmol·min\(^{-1}\)·m\(^{-2}\) on cellulose and 192, 3, 1, 0.1, 0.7, 37, and 2.3 nmol·min\(^{-1}\)·m\(^{-2}\) on steel, respectively. See Table S1 and Figure S5 for all specific activity values. All results were obtained from triplicates or more repeats. The error bars indicate ±1 SD.

Figure 2. Relative activities of enzymes immobilized on pTA-, pDA-, and pPG-coated cellulose (A) and steel (B). The data are normalized to the activities of physiosorbed proteins (dotted lines). The activities of biorecognition proteins IgG and avidin on cellulose (C) and steel (D) were characterized by secondary binding with anti-IgG-HRP and biotinylated-HRP. The activities of physiosorbed phosphatase, chymotrypsin, HRP, LDH, IgG+anti-IgG-HRP, and avidin+biotinylated-HRP are 80, 2.1, 2.1, 0.5, 13, and 3.8 nmol·min\(^{-1}\)·m\(^{-2}\) on cellulose and 192, 3, 1, 0.1, 0.7, 37, and 2.3 nmol·min\(^{-1}\)·m\(^{-2}\) on steel, respectively. See Table S1 and Figure S5 for all specific activity values. All results were obtained from triplicates or more repeats. The error bars indicate ±1 SD.
2.2.1. Effect of pH during Coating Treatment (pH_{coating}).

Given the encouraging results for pTA shown in Figure 2, we focused on comparing its use with the popular pDA. In addition to cellulose and steel, we included polyester fabric and nanoporous alumina (0.2 μm pore size) to highlight the utility of pTA on additional polymeric and oxide materials that have not yet been demonstrated for polyphenol coatings. As example, we picked acid phosphatase from the earlier panel of proteins because the enzyme is widely used and may be conveniently assayed. We studied pH_{coating} 5–10 to approximately span the first phenolic pK_a of TA (7.7) and DA (10.6) as well as ~2 pH below them—the lower range down to which coatings are expected to form.

Figure 3 shows that the immobilized enzyme activity depended significantly on pH_{coating} as well as the underlying type of material support. Overall, by varying pH_{coating} we could improve upon our initial results for pTA (Figure 2) to obtain optimal immobilized phosphatase activities that ranged from a high of 13-times over physisorption on cellulose to 1.3-times optimal immobilized phosphatase activities that ranged from a

6–7.8). In fact, on cellulose and polyester, there is a relative decrease in immobilized activities around the pH_{coating} identified with optimal coating formation (but still significantly higher than the physisorbed activities). In contrast, on pTA-treated steel and alumina, the highest activities were observed at pH_{coating} 7.8 and 7, respectively (pH_{coating} > 8.5 not shown because preliminary tests showed negligible activities on steel and etching of alumina).

For pDA, some increase in immobilized activity is observed at pH_{coating} = 8.5, the optimum for coating formation, for 3 out of 4 underlying materials tested—cellulose, polyester, and alumina. However, the activities were overall at or below the physisorption controls. The exception is on steel, for which the activity showed a peak at pH_{coating} = 7.8 that was actually ~50% higher than on pTA and the physisorption control.

We also investigated some cases of using pPG, as well as coatings formed from the DA analog THPA (i.e., pTHPA coatings) that have both the primary amine of DA and the trihydroxybenzene of TA and PG (Figure S7). On pPG-treated cellulose, the optimum pH_{coating} (8.5) was similar to that for pTA (9), but the activity was lower (2.4 vs 13-times of physisorption). On pPG-treated alumina, the activities were overall similar to pTA. However the optimum pH_{coating} was shifted to a more basic 8.5. In contrast, the activity trends for pTHPA-coated cellulose and alumina resembled those obtained for pDA: on cellulose, lower activities than pTA/pPG were obtained and there is an increase in activities around pH_{coating} = 7.8–8.5; on alumina, the activity also tended to decrease as pH_{coating} increased.

Overall, the current results show that even higher immobilized activities than obtained from the initial measurements of Section 2.1 could be obtained on polyphenol coatings, but the optimum pH_{coating} for immobilized activity may vary, depending on the polyphenol species and the underlying material, from the pH_{coating} anticipated from coating studies. The high activities obtained for the nanoporous cellulose and alumina samples also show that the thin coatings (see Section 2.2.2 below) were suitable for protein functionalization in these confined nanostructures. The relative similarities in pH_{coating} activity trends shared by pTA and pPG and by pDA and pTHPA further suggest that the chemical interactions enabled by the primary amine found only in THPA and DA could determine the contrasting performance in protein immobilization observed between pDA and the polyphenol coatings.

2.2.2. Effects of pH_{coating} on Amounts of Coating Deposited and Proteins Immobilized.

We used XPS to further characterize phosphatase immobilization on the cellulose and alumina, as example nanoporous materials with divergent properties (Figure 4). On cellulose, the amount of enzyme immobilized was characterized by the change in nitrogen composition (N %) because N is abundant in proteins and is not found in cellulose. The changes in carbon composition (C %) and N % were used to characterize the depositions of the underlying pTA and pDA layers, respectively because TA has a higher C/O ratio than cellulose (1.65 vs 1.4) and pDA incorporates N. On alumina, we were able to use the Al 2p signal of the underlying support to directly characterize the thickness of both the coating and protein layers.

High protein loading is often a focus of past studies on protein immobilization. However, Figure 4 shows that the optimum pH_{coating} for high amounts immobilized (i.e., high
immobilized activity—although a deep coloration was observed at pH_{coating} 8.5 (the condition with high activity), the coloration was similarly light for pH_{coating} 7 and 9 (one condition has a lower than and the other a similar activity as at pH_{coating} 8.5).

XPS C 1s chemical shift measurements show different proportions of carbon bonding within pTA formed at different pH_{coating} values (Figures S9 and S10). Coatings formed at the pH_{coating} optimum for activity on cellulose (8.5) are characterized by relatively more C–C, more C–O, and fewer C==O/O–C–O bonds compared to other pH_{coating} conditions. Interestingly, at pH_{coating} 7 for which the immobilized activity is depressed, even more C–O bonds but fewer C–C bonds were observed. A decreased C==O content could indicate fewer reactive quinones. Additional C–C and C–O bonds could respectively indicate more aryl–aryl and diaryl ether linkages between galloyl groups, both consistent with more cross-linked coatings. C–O bonds could, however, also indicate unreacted hydroxyphenols. Thus, coatings that are more cross-linked but with fewer remaining reactive groups (needed for covalent linkages with proteins) might actually lead to increased activity retention. Further chemical structure characterization of the thin coatings is challenging. The current chemical shift and silver staining characterization nonetheless show that pTA formed at different pH_{coating} values is not chemically equivalent. The most biofunctional coatings may actually be less reactive.

For pDAs, distinctly thicker coatings were obtained on cellulose around the expected optimum pH_{coating} 8.26 (Figure 4C,D). However, little, if any, phosphatase was immobilized at this condition (Figure 4A). This lack of immobilization for phosphatase may also apply to other selected proteins and could help explain the occasional report that certain cells may not adhere well directly on pDA coatings.51 In contrast, a higher activity equal to the physisorption control was measured at pH_{coating} = 5 (Figure 3A), where essentially no pDA was formed but some proteins were immobilized (Figure 4A,C). Thus, the observed protein immobilization and activities on pDA-coated cellulose at more acidic pH_{coating} were likely due entirely to adsorbed proteins. On alumina, a high amount of immobilized phosphatase was observed at pH_{coating} = 7.8 and 8.5 (Figure 4B), which was correlated with the deposition of pDA (Figure 4C). The amounts immobilized were even higher than on pTA but the activities were lower (Figure 3D). In fact, like on cellulose, the highest activity was observed at pH_{coating} = 5 when essentially no pDA was deposited and the activity could again be attributed to physisorbed proteins.

The XPS chemical shift data for pDA-treated cellulose and anodic alumina generally show higher C–C and lower C–O (anodic alumina can contain C–O because it is prepared in an organic acid). However differences between pDA formed at different pH_{coating} values could not be clearly distinguished because of the relatively low signals of the thin layers deposited. Nonetheless, like for pTA, thicker pDA coatings do not imply more proteins immobilized.

2.2.3. Effects of pH during Protein Immobilization (pH_{immob}). Focusing on pTA, we investigated the pH used during protein immobilization (pH_{immob}), while maintaining pH_{coating} at 7.8 (matching the original report of pTA).25 pH_{immob} may modify the chemical nature of pTA, the protein’s net charge and conformation, as well as the interactions between pTA and protein during immobilization. We therefore studied a range of pH_{immob} = 3.8–8, centered around the
isolectric point of phosphatase ($p_{I\text{phosphatase}} = 5.2$)\textsuperscript{52} while covering the first $p_K$ of TA (7.7). Overall, we observed a more general correspondence between the trends in immobilized activity and phosphatase immobilization than when $p_{H\text{coating}}$ was varied (Section 2.2.2). However significant differences remained.

On cellulose, we found similarly high activities over $pH_{immob} = 3.8$–5.2 (~0.33 $\mu$mol·min$^{-1}$·m$^{-2}$, corresponding to ~0.6 mg·m$^{-2}$), which then progressively decreased as $pH_{immob}$ increased to 8 (down to ~0.1 $\mu$mol·min$^{-1}$·m$^{-2}$: Figure 5A). The high activities over acidic $pH_{immob}$ were matched by high amounts of immobilization as $pH_{immob}$ increased (Figure 5D), but the transition from low to high $pH_{immob}$ was more gradual. The drop in activities from intermediate to basic $pH_{immob}$ ($6$ and $8$) was observed only from a less acidic $pH_{immob}$ ($6$), and it occurred as a relatively rapid transition between $pH_{immob}$ 6 and 8. However, the drop was observed only from a less acidic $pH_{immob}$ 6 and it occurred as a relatively rapid transition between $pH_{immob}$ 6 and 7.

On alumina, we also saw higher amounts of proteins immobilized by pTA at more acidic $pH_{immob}$ (Figure 5D), but the transition from low to high $pH_{immob}$ was more gradual. The average thickness of the phosphatase layer decreased from ~2 to ~0.6 nm as $pH_{immob}$ increased from 4.8 to 8 (the low thickness indicates submonolayers with gaps between immobilized proteins). Interestingly, over the less acidic range of $pH_{immob}$ 6–8, similar amounts of proteins could already be immobilized by physisorption on alumina without pTA, while more phosphatase could be immobilized on pTA-coated alumina only at $pH_{immob} < 6$. In comparison, there is a clearer maximum in activities at $pH_{immob} = 7$ not matched by the decrease in immobilization. It also appears unusual that a very low activity was observed at $pH_{immob}$ 8, even though there was a nonnegligible amount of immobilization.

We investigated the conformational state of phosphatase immobilized on alumina by solid-state $^{13}$C CPMAS NMR. First, measurement of phosphatase physisorbed at $pH_{immob}$ 8, at which there was little activity, shows a protein fingerprint region characterized mainly by reduced intensities from the backbone carbonyl (160–185 ppm) and $C_b$ (40–70 ppm) regions, which indicate possible structural disorder (compare Figure 6A,C). In contrast, the spectrum from physisorption at $pH_{immob}$ 7, the optimal $pH_{immob}$ for high activity, shows many features corresponding to the reference spectrum (compare Figure 6A,B). Distinct patterns for aliphatic, aromatic, guanidine zeta-carbon in Arg sidechains, and backbone carbonyls (0–80 ppm, 110–150 ppm, 160 ppm, and 160–185 ppm, respectively) are clearly observed. Two distinct low-$^{13}$C-frequency shoulder peaks from the Ile side chains (10–20 ppm) also indicate high structural order. Analogous results were observed for phosphatase immobilized on pTA-coated alumina, with distinct fingerprint signatures for active proteins measured for the $pH_{immob} = 7$ sample, and reduced peak features for the $pH_{immob} = 8$ sample (Figure 6D,E).

Samples at $pH_{immob} < 7$ were not analyzed because relatively high activities similar to the $pH_{immob} = 7$ condition were already observed. We were also unable to perform solid-state NMR measurements on cellulose samples because poly-saccharides give interfering peaks in the $^{13}$C protein fingerprint region. Nonetheless, we observe that the activity of phosphatase immobilized at $pH_{immob}$ 8 on pTA-coated cellulose, in contrast to alumina, is not negligible (0.1 vs 0.03 $\mu$mol·min$^{-1}$·m$^{-2}$), even though the amount immobilized is less than on pTA-coated alumina (1.3 vs 3% N). Therefore, although pTA, and by extension polyphenol coatings, generally enables effective protein immobilization, specific materials could affect the conformational state of immobilized proteins and the optimization of immobilization.

To corroborate the abovementioned observations, we also immobilized another common enzyme, chymotrypsin, on pTA-coated alumina (Figure S12). An optimum in immobilized activities at an intermediate $pH_{immob}$ was also observed, and the activity also decreased toward basic $pH_{immob}$ 8. However, there was a relative drop in activities at acidic $pH_{immob}$ 5 such that an optimum emerged at $pH_{immob}$ 6 for chymotrypsin on pTA that is much more distinct than the optimum for phosphatase (at $pH_{immob}$ 7). Moreover, the immobilized chymotrypsin activities were generally much higher than obtained by physisorption. This was 4-times higher than physisorption at the optimal $pH_{immob}$ (also 6), and the lowest activities at $pH_{immob}$ 5 and 8 were still higher than the highest obtained by physisorption.

Chymotrypsin has a basic $p_{I\text{chymotrypsin}} \approx 10$, in contrast to the acidic $p_{I\text{phosphatase}} \approx 5.2$. Hence, the activity optimum observed around a similar $pH_{immob}$ 6–7 for both proteins might indicate a nonelectrostatic effect specific to alumina. On the other hand, the drop in activities from intermediate to basic $pH_{immob}$ on both pTA-coated alumina and cellulose could indicate a behavior particular to immobilization on pTA. The step-like transition in the amounts immobilized on pTA-coated cellulose between $pH_{immob}$ 6 and 7 could also suggest differing contributions to pTA-protein interactions at acidic and neutral/basic $pH_{immob}$. Overall, straightforward application of pTA for protein immobilization can result in equal or higher activities than possible by physisorption but optimization of

![Figure 5. Effect of $pH_{immob}$ on phosphatase activity (A,B) and amount of proteins immobilized (C,D) on cellulose (A,C) and alumina (B,D). Immobilization amounts are indicated by the N % increase because of the addition of phosphatase. All activity results obtained from triplicates or more repeats. The error bars for activity indicate ±1 SD. Those for XPS measured N % are indicated by ±1 rms deviation calculated for each set of data.](image-url)
pH_{immob} and hence activity may be needed to compensate for material- and protein-specific effects. Higher activities on pTA appear to be favored by neutral and lower pH_{immob}, at least for the current enzyme–material systems tested.

2.3. Polyphenols from Different Sources and Purities.

The number of galloyl substitutions and the degree that TA is hydrolyzed may vary depending on the plant source and extract purification process\textsuperscript{53,54} and hence may impact the functionality of the pTA formed. We therefore compared a set of commercially available TA for protein immobilization: (i) the TA used in earlier sections (>95% mixture of tea leaf, oak bark, and grape stem extracts), (ii) tara pod TA extracts (94%), and (iii) and (iv) gallnut TA extracts from \textit{Rhus chinensis} (81 and 93%). Experiments were performed on nanoporous cellulose for which physisorption is not effective.

Figure 7 shows that pTA formed from both the mixture and gallnuts at different grades were able to achieve high immobilized phosphatase activities, while coatings from tara pods were much less effective. Results from the mixture and gallnut samples were statistically similar. Corresponding to Figure 3, higher immobilized activities were achieved at pH_{immob} and hence activity may be needed to compensate for material- and protein-specific effects. Higher activities on pTA appear to be favored by neutral and lower pH_{immob} at least for the current enzyme–material systems tested.

Figure 6. \textsuperscript{13}C CPMAS spectra of lyophilized phosphatase (A), and the enzyme physisorbed on alumina at pH_{immob} = 7 (B) and 8 (C), as well as on pTA-coated alumina after immobilization at pH_{immob} = 7 (D) and 8 (E). The fingerprint regions from the enzyme and those from pTA are labeled in red and green, respectively (see Figure S11 for pTA reference).

Figure 7. Immobilized phosphatase activities on pTA-coated cellulose. Coatings were formed using extracts from different sources and grades—mixture (tea leaves, oak bark, grape stems, >95%), gallnuts from \textit{Rhus chinensis} (81 and 93%), and tara pods (94%). All results obtained from triplicates or more repeats. The error bars indicate ± 1 SD.
pH_{coting} = 8.5 than at pH_{coting} = 7.8 (respectively ca. 10- and 4-times over physisorption). It therefore appears that some sources of polyphenol may be able to give more functional coatings than others, but moderately lower phenolic purity may nonetheless be sufficient.

Reverse-phase HPLC shows a distinct distribution of components for the tara pod TA sample, which mostly eluted at <40% acetonitrile (ACN) in a water–ACN gradient (Figure S13). In contrast, the mixed and gallnut samples gave components mainly eluting at >40% ACN. This indicates the presence of fewer galloyl units in our tara pod TA. Correspondingly, in mass spectrometry (MS), the tara pod sample gave lower-molecular weight TAs (with 2–5 galloyls), while the mixed and gallnut samples both gave TA with four galloyls up to the often shown five-arm decagalloyl glucose structure (Figures S14 and S15). Interestingly, MS also shows that the samples were distinguished by different ranges of high-molecular weight species consistent with multiple TAs cross-linked through their galloyl arms that further exhibit methylation and/or quinones (e.g., Figure S16). These fragments are consistent with oligomers that characterize early stages of coating formation. In particular, we found in the tara pod sample a wider range of significantly more complex species with higher degrees of modification and numbers of glucose cores. Although the modifications could have been introduced by the MS ionization process, they clearly indicate differences in potential reactivities of the various plant sources. Thus, the low-enzyme activities on tara pod TA-treated cellulose may relate less to the size of the TAs, as also suggested by the effectiveness of pPG (Figure 2), and more to the reactivity of the tara pod TAs. This would further be consistent with results in Section 2.2.2, suggesting higher immobilized activities on pTA with only an intermediate number of reactive groups.

### 3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We showed that polyphenol coatings may be applied to a range of common materials from cellulose to alumina and demonstrated the abilities of pTA and pPG coatings for immobilizing a panel of enzymes and proteins. Activities of enzymes immobilized on pTA can be more than an order of magnitude higher than those obtained on pDA on some materials. Especially, remarkable improvement over pDA was shown on both polyester and the polysaccharide cellulose. The main chemical feature distinguishing polyphenol coatings compared to pDA appears to be the elimination of the amine group of DA. Moreover, coatings formed from even lower purity plant extracts may still be highly functional, which (further) points to the green chemistry potential of polyphenol coatings. While this study focused on polyphenol coatings a few nanometers thick, the results on nanoporous cellulose and alumina highlight the potential of such thin coatings for functionalizing nanostructures for which thicker layers could significantly alter the original nanostructure and intended application.

Although this report focused on demonstrating the general applicability of polyphenol coatings for biofunctionalization, we note that effective immobilization of the proteins studied are recognized to be important for a number of potential applications, including biocatalysis, biosensors, biofuel cells, and biomedicines. For example, immobilized antibodies, avidin, and HRP have obvious applications in biosensing and bionanotechnology. A number of applications ranging from biofuel cells to biosensing have been reported for sequestered laccase, and there had been early interest in commercializing laccase systems for industrial biocatalysis. Immobilized proteases may also be used for biosensing, and we have immobilized chymotrypsin for controlling and organizing self-assembly of nanostructures. Seen in the light of our current results on enabling high immobilized protein activity on diverse materials and the functional and cost advantages for protein functionalization, polyphenol coatings may be anticipated to enable potential applications ranging from biomaterials to biocatalysis, especially those that make use of materials such as cellulose, polyester, and nanostructures in general.
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